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Keep on Truckin' 
Benefit from Biodiesel    

 

"Ma, I just know that Tatty and the kids 

would love it out here. There is so much more 

room to run and the whole environment is 

more relaxed than in the big city. Come visit us 

for Shabbos," Sarah pleaded with her mother. 

It didn't take much convincing to get Rabbi 

Berger and the children 

excited about visiting the 

Zorgelbeans. Rabbi Berger 

was particularly curious to 

check out the new 

community that had been 

motivated to open a Kollel 

for outstanding young 

men such as his son-in-law, 

Zelig. 

It was a four-hour drive, but it was summer 

and the Fridays were long. After Shacharis and 

a quick breakfast, the family packed into their 

minivan and hit the road. 

Everything was proceeding smoothly as the 

gorgeous scenery passed them by. All of a 

sudden Mrs. Berger let out a loud gasp. 

“Oh no, Refoel, look! Smoke is starting to 

billow from under the hood. 

“Whoa! We will have to turn off to the 

shoulder of the road,” exclaimed Rabbi Berger 

in response to the emergency. 

Rabbi Berger got out of the van and 

checked under the hood. Being an inventor 

and tinkerer extraordinaire, he knew a thing or 

two about auto mechanics. After a few 

minutes, he let the hood drop with a thud. 

"I'm afraid it's pretty bad. We'll have to call a 

tow truck for the van and a car service for 

ourselves," reported Rabbi Berger to his wife. 

 After what seemed like an eternity, the tow 

truck finally came and 

towed their van away. 

“Refoel, we still have to 

get to Sarah. How much 

longer did the car service 

say it would be until they 

could send us a car big 

enough to hold two adults 

and seven children?" said a 

very concerned Mrs. 

Berger. 

Five minutes later a small truck arrived. 

“You called for a cab? This was the only mode 

of transportation we had available to fit your 

request. Just settle yourselves comfortably into 

the back of my cab and enjoy the view of the 

lovely countryside.”  

Along the way, the car service driver made 

a stop by a McDonalds. "You'll excuse me while 

I drive through the drive-thru for a bite to eat.” 

He spoke into the speaker: “One Cheeseburger 

Deluxe, hold the mayo, and a large Coke. Oh, 

and fill’er up please," the driver spoke into the 

speaker at the entrance.  

He picked up the food that he had ordered. 

Cab Service 
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Meanwhile, the Bergers were expecting to get 

back on the road but the driver didn't seem in 

any rush. The truck just idled at the McDonalds 

as if waiting for some food of its own. 

“Tatty, what is the driver waiting for?” 

Shmuli asked impatiently. 

Turning to his passengers, the driver 

explained why he had not yet driven off: 

“McDonalds has lots of used oil that they 

need to dispose of on a regular basis. My 

truck’s diesel engine can be filled up with 

biodiesel and run just fine. It's a win-win 

situation. They need to get rid of it and I save 

money on the gas that I receive whenever I pick 

up supper,” announced the driver. 

“Tatty, what is biodiesel?” asked Baruch 

curiously. 

“It’s oil that restaurants used for cooking 

their food and recycled. Our driver is using it as 

gasoline.”  

“Isn’t it probable that the workers at 

McDonalds used the same oil to cook 

milchigs and fleishigs which would render the 

oil bussor b’cholov?" pondered Yehoshua. 

  
Generally, a kosher food that has been 

tainted with the prohibited flavors of bussor 

and cholov turns into a totally non-kosher 

food. Even its permitted substance becomes 

prohibited. Therefore, at first glance, it would 

seem that all of the biodiesel from McDonalds 

is prohibited and thus it is forbidden to derive 

benefit by continuing to ride in the truck 

(Chavos Da'as: Bi’urim YD 87:2). 

When the drippings of bussor b'cholov mix 

with a permitted liquid the entire liquid is 

rendered prohibited since the prohibited 

liquid is indiscernible in the mixture (Taz 

92:15). Theoretically, if one would be able to 

separate the drippings and receive benefit 

exclusively from the permitted liquid, he 

wouldn’t be considered to be deriving benefit 

from bussor b'cholov. 

Indeed, it is permitted to receive a non-

edible benefit from a substance that had 

become tainted with the prohibited flavor of 

bussor b'cholov, provided that he is not 

benefiting from the actual prohibited 

substance (Issur V’heter 21:7-8 brought from 

Rav Akiva Eiger on Chavos Da'as: Bi’urim YD 

87:2; Taz 94:4; Piskei Tshuvah 94:6; Sharei 

Dura simon 85). Based on this, it seems that it 

is permitted to receive the non-edible benefit 

of the biodiesel. After all, only the oil is 

capable of combusting to thrust the engine. 

The bussor b’cholov flavor (of the forbidden 

food in the oil) is doing absolutely nothing to 

advance their journey.  

The Bergers sat back and relaxed as they 

enjoyed the rest of their ride. And Shabbos was 

every bit as relaxing and wonderful as Sarah 

had promised. How they got back home, now 

that is a whole other story. Stay tuned… 
"And would that mean we have to 
leave this vehicle in order to avoid 

having benefit from bussor b’cholov 
by traveling in his truck (Shulchon 

Aruch YD 87:1)?” worried Yossi 
aloud. 
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